




Our Team,

has been working with clients to create furniture 
legs since 2007. We like to think small: we 
approach every little thing we do with love 
and diligence. We like to think big: we make 
room for bold new design ideas and innovative 
solutions.  We offer a range as diverse as the 
companies we partner with, and specialize 
in transforming leg design ideas into final 
products.

Browse the pages of this LOOKBOOK to 
explore numerous possibilities for your leg 
designs.  Choose the shapes and dimensions 
of your liking, pick a combination of your 
preferred materials and finishes, and watch us 
bring your vision to fruition! 



SHAPES AND

DIMENSIONS



TURNED 
PROFILES 





STRAIGHT 
CONES





INCLINED
CONES





LATHE 
PROFILES





SQUARE
PROFILES





STRAIGHT
PYRAMIDS





INCLINED
PYRAMIDS





TRIANGULAR
PYRAMIDS





TRIANGULAR
PROFILES





CORNER
PROFILES





MATERIALSAND

TREATMENTS



OAK
natural with oil&classic rustic and navy&paint



ASH
natural with oil&chocolate stain&paint



BEECH
natural with oil&paint&rustic brushed



WALNUT
all natural and gorgeous



OUR 
PRECIOUS 

METALS
copper&brass&aluminum 



OUR 
SPECIAL 
S T EEL

brushed&matted&shagreen&gloss 



OUR 
COLLECTIONS



WINGS



Large Winged Oak
Spread the wings of your imagination with our new leg design in different 

nuances of  stain and paint on beech and oak.
coco&walnut&oil&black&white



ARISTOCRATIC



Marquise
We created a collection that pleases the senses and satisfies even the most 
sophisticated tastes. Our diamond shaped collection makes your bed stand out.

natural&black&white 



WABI-SABI



Wabi-Sabi
The natural nuances of this roan beech turn every furniture leg into a 

masterpiece of rustic beauty.
pyramid&cylinder with brass&corner 



INVISIBLE 
RINGS



Invisible Rings
Natural oak and painted beech delicately embellished with rings of air.

triangle and square pyramid&cylinder



JASMINE



Arabian Jasmine
All legs in this special collection are made of beech, adorned with 

aluminum rings in different finishes.
polished&cut&etched



SYMPHONY
OF

COLORS



Sands
The magnificent abundance of autumn inspired our most 

colorful collection in full gloss and matte on steel.
sands&tobacco deep&bark&lime&willow green&honey dew



COLORFUL 
BED FRAMES



Dark Tulip
The magical energy of the moonlight colors inspired our most vibrant 
collection in pearl, grain, and satin finish on steel.
yellow&dark brown&pink&green&black ochre&white



SATIN



Satin
The combination of thermo rubber, wood, and steel turns classic shapes into 
exquisite objects of desire.
on different profiles and with different effects



Design your ideas with us,
we will guide you through our creative path. 
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